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From The Desk Of The PresidentFrom The Desk Of The PresidentFrom The Desk Of The PresidentFrom The Desk Of The PresidentFrom The Desk Of The President
Dear Members,

Greaetings of the day to you!!!!!

Wishing you and your family a very Happy, Healthy and a Prosperous New Year 2022!!!!!

A very warm greetings and thank you note for all the contributions and active participating by

each one of you during the year 2021. It was a year with lot of ups and downs and full of surprises

amidst the pandemic situation.

We have successfully completed the 25th Annual General Body meeting (AGM) and the new Executive Committee has been

elected to handle the responsibilities for the new term 2021-22. Thank you all for instilling the trust in me and giving me

an opportunity to serve as the President of this prestigious “ISACA Bangalore Chapter” for the 2nd consecutive year.

As part of a lot of initiatives, one important decision that we had taken was to slash the chapter due fees by 50% for all the

members of ISACA Bangalore Chapter across all categories of membership. I am sure a lot of you have already taken the

benefit by renewing your membership. For those who haven’t done so far, please go ahead and renew your membership on

priority to avail continued benefits from ISACA Bangalore Chapter. Along with that, please do not fail to update your CPE’s

earned during the whole year to keep your certifications intact. Look forward for many more SLB & CPE sessions during the

year which will help you to enhance your knowledge and also the networking opportunities.

We had successfully completed 4 batches of review classes in the previous term (2020 - 21) and will be starting the first

batch of review classes for this term during the first week of January 2022. We conducted CPE session in Nov and Dec 2021

with a good number of participation. We conducted the Introductory seminar highlighting all the certifications offered by

us along with the new certifications and the benefits of each of these certifications. We are intending to engage with you

actively bringing in a lot of value added session.

We saw a lot of achievements and value add provided to you, the member of ISACA Bangalore Chapter during the previous

term. We want to increase the benefits and hence we the Executive Committee members met up for a brainstorming session

and have chalked out some of the activities. We want to conduct some physical events if the situation permits us to, else

we will continue to add value to you all via the virtual mode.  We will be rolling out a Member survey where we want you

all to participate actively and share your inputs to help us serve you better. 2020 - 21 was a very successful year for ISACA

Bangalore Chapter with loads of accolades and also increase in the member benefits. The annual conference was conducted

on a different level, received loads of appreciations for the same. Bangalore Chapter being the largest Chapter amongst all

other chapters in India.

We solicit your active participation in the Chapter events and initiative including the monthly CPE, Newsletter articles,

review classes, intro-seminars and various conferences including the Annual Conference.

Looking forward to meeting you at the next event!

Warm Regards,

VELMURUGA VENKATESH, CRISC, CDPSE, COBIT-5 (F), ISO 27001 LA, ISO 31000 CRM
President

Q4 - 2021
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Message From the Vice President
Dear Members,

Greetings!!

As we approach the end of the year and its promise of holidays and festivities, I would like

you to take a moment to reflect and look back on the last few months, before looking forward

to 2022.

This year has seen COVID continuing to cast a long shadow over our lives and the uncertainty

looks likely to continue through much of next year. I know it has been a difficult 18 odd months. I want to thank you

all for embodying a quality that was drilled into our chapter growing up and maintaining the largest chapter position

in India.

We are witnessing a period of profound change - macro-economic, geopolitical, social and environmental. The

pandemic has accelerated the transformation and disruption in our industry, for most the industries and various

clients, at a scale and pace not seen before. These changes have many implications.

We also had a fantastic Silver jubilee celebration and successful Annual Conference with the theme ‘Cyber Security

Imminence - The Evolving New Normal’ and was attended by 475 delegates. The Remote Annual conference was

the first of its kind with a lot of enthusiasm from EC members and participants across the world. We are also

delighted to have a few international speakers for our conference. If I can leave you with one request, it is that all

of you become ISACA Bangalore chapter evangelists in the New Year. We all take responsibility for understanding

our chapter capabilities, promoting our certification and CPE, and sharing our stories as broadly, and as frequently,

as we can. 

Congratulation to all. The first time we have just crossed 2000 membership, I believe by now you must have

renewed ISACA membership and the certification by the required CPEs to continue getting the membership benefits.

As you know that now new team onboard after the recent AGM. This year we will be doing a lot of focus on digitizing

the chapter program using the ISACA HQ engage portal and events. Also, we are trying to bring back our legacy

chapter website as requested in AGM. We will keep you updated on the progress of these initiatives.

As always, we solicit your active participation in the chapter events and initiatives including monthly CPE meetings,

newsletter article contributions, reviews, classes for aspiring students, etc.

In closing, I want to wish you and your loved ones all the very best for the holiday season.

Regards,

RAJASEKHARAN K R, CISM, CDPSE, CRISC, PMP, ITIL (E), CSM, SAFe, ISO 27001 LA

Vice President
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Message From Secretary

Dear Members,

Greetings to all our members, friends, and partners!

I am honoured & privileged to reassume the role of Secretary of ISACA Bangalore Chapter for

the term of 2021-2022. The growth of our Bangalore chapter as the largest ISACA chapter of

India has been propelled by all the current and past EC members, our members, and staff of

our chapter. I would like to take this opportunity to thank all of them for their sincere efforts

& strong commitment.

As the new year approaches, it is the time when most of us introspect about our past and plan for the future. We

have reviewed this year’s progress and are planning the resolutions to achieve our goals for the coming year.

Digital transformation covers a huge number of processes, interactions, transactions, technological evolutions,

changes, internal and external factors, industries, stakeholders and so forth, hence, we will continue to provide

up-to-date training programs to meet the professional needs of our members. Further we shall endeavour to

improve the quality of our member services. I hope that our members will continue to enjoy the activities provided

by our chapter to add value to their skills and knowledge.

Right now, we are planning to feature a wider variety of expert speakers in our CPEs, Conferences, Seminars, and

Workshops. We are trying to build new bridges with university communities to provide more professional

development opportunities to our student members.

In closing, we hope that everyone has a very Happy New Year and enjoys some well-deserved time away from work

to enjoy fellowship with family and friends. we look forward to 2022.

Stay safe, stay healthy. Best wishes.

Regards,

VIJAYAVANITHA, MBA, M. Com, CISA, CIA

Secretary
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ISACA BANGALORE CHAPTER - 25TH ANNUAL GENERAL MEETING

25th Annual General Body Meeting of the Bangalore Chapter held on 30-Oct-2021 at Royal Orchid Hotels, Bangalore.

Agenda

1. To approve the AGM Minutes of 2020.

2. To consider and adopt the 25th Annual Report.

3. To consider and approve Audited accounts for the year ended 31st March 2021.

4. To appoint statutory auditors for the year 2021-2022 and fix their remuneration.

5. To Elect Executive Committee Members (EC members) for the Executive Committee for the year 2021-2022.

(Elections will be held, if required)
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Recap of Chapter Programs in Q4

CPE SESSIONS:

1. Topic : “Digital Transformation - Securing your API and Application Infrastructure”

Venue : Web-based ONLINE session via Zoom Webinar Platform

Date : 27-Nov-2021 (Saturday)     Time : 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM IST

Free Attendance - 2 CPE Credits offered

Speakers Profile:

Speaker 1 : Ms. Lakshmi Das

Ms. Lakshmi is the COO and product evangelist at Prophaze. She is a Computer Science Engineering Graduate. She

started her career with Infosys working on the development and customization of their Banking product and has

worked for many other different domains. She has also worked on Hospital management software with various

other international clients. Having worked on multiple products and understanding the importance of data security

and other international compliances, she could add to the initial development phase of Prophaze. She leads the

operations at Prophaze and more importantly defines the visioning of the Product and monitors its Roadmap.

Speaker 2 : Mr. Vaisakh

Mr. Vaisakh is the CEO and chief architect of Prophaze Technologies. He is an Electronics Engineering graduate who

developed a deep passion for software by exploring various platforms. One of them was the international hacking

community called RuxCon, which is a computer security conference that brings together the best and the brightest

security talent within the Aus-Pacific region. Being a member of this community, he got to know the deeper aspect

of ethical hacking. This was how his passion for cyber security grew deeper and deeper. He has worked for various

MNCs in the past only to discover his ability to be an individual player in the field. With the experience gained from

various corporates and his own insights, he started Prophaze, The New Phase of Security

The meeting was well appreciated by all the participants.

2. Topic : “RPA for enterprises - The benefits and associated risk challenges”

Venue : Web-based ONLINE session via Zoom Webinar Platform

Date : 11-Dec-2021 (Saturday)     Time : 5:30 PM - 7:30 PM IST

Free Attendance - 2 CPE Credits offered

Speaker: Mr. Saurabh Goenka

Speaker profile: He is a Chartered Accountant and a Digital Transformation professional with more than a decade’s

experience in process automation, process improvement, digital transformation and strategy leadership, who is seen

as an influencer in the finance transformation space. He is also a member of the prestigious Forbes Business Council

and was also recently awarded 40 under 40 innovators by the Analytics Insight magazine for his contribution to the

world of automation and AI and was also awarded as Entrepreneur of the year 2021 by Indian Achievers’ Awards.

Saurabh has also created a very large digital skilling academy in the form of MindMap Learning and is working on an

ed-tech platform to give access to a world-class, affordable and job oriented digital skilling ecosystem to at least 1

million users by the year 2022.

The meeting was well received and appreciated by all participants.
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RENEWAL OF YOUR ISACA MEMBERSHIP FOR 2022- RETAIN YOUR VALUABLE CERTIFICATION AND MEMBERSHIP

Warm Greetings from ISACA Bangalore Chapter! Wish you and your family a happy holiday season and Happy New Year !!!

We thank you for your continued support and commitment to professional excellence by earning one or more of

ISACA Certifications.

Use your ISACA® membership and ISACA certification(s) as the platform for your growth by utilizing the opportunities

for professional development. As you would have experienced, your ISACA membership and certification(s) increase

your advancement opportunities by keeping you informed of standards and good practices in the fields that matter

most to you and providing access to leading edge research and knowledge through Journals, Webinars, Blogs,

ISACA e-library, local chapter events and many more.

Also, you are aware ISACA Bangalore Chapter provides significant benefits and local networking opportunities to

its members. The chapter has been in the forefront and served its members in their quest for acquiring professional

knowledge by conducting regular CPE Sessions, Webinars, Conferences and other professional development

programs. At the chapter it is our endeavor to bring to the table the most relevant of the current topics and

encourage active participation of members.

Visit www.isacabangalore.org for more information.

Now it is time for renewing your ISACA® membership for 2022 if not already done. Please ensure to renew your

membership before the PURGE to ensure the benefits arising out of continued membership.

Please click below to renew (login with your ISACA username and password to renew)

http://www.isaca.org/renew

In case you need any assistance, please do not hesitate to reach out to Chapter Office at chapter@isacabangalore.org

PS: If you have already renewed your membership - Thank you for your support. Please ignore this reminder.

For your information, the membership dues are indicated here below:

International Membership Dues:  $135.00

ISACA Bangalore Chapter Dues: $10.00

Total Dues for 2022 membership renewal: US$ 145.00

Note: Apart from the above, certification maintenance dues may apply as per the certifications held.
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ISACA Bangalore Chapter - Certification Review Classes - 2022

Registration Link: https://www.meraevents.com/event/isaca-bangalore-chapter-certification-review-classes

ISACA Bangalore Chapter Telegram link: https://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAEt42QAUpWHucyNyJA
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ROLE OF INTERNAL AUDITS IN PRIVACY COMPLIANCE

- Rohini Roy, CISA, CDPSE, CCSK, Archer GRC Certified Administrator,

One Trust Certified Privacy Professional

Internal audit function, in many organizations, has identified privacy compliance audits based on GDPR (General

Data Protection Regulation) or CCPA (California Consumer Protection Act) compliance audit as a priority within

their annual internal audit plans. The primary aim in this case is to evaluate the effectiveness of the measures

implemented by the organization to comply with the requirements of various privacy regulations. The role of

internal audits function with regards to privacy compliance goes beyond evaluation of compliance with the regulation

and needs to focus on evaluating the business context, the role of the organization in processing personal data and

the overall personal data management strategy adopted. The internal audit function should help organization to

aim beyond compliance with regulations and gain trust of data subjects and customers.

Before the internal audits function initiates a privacy program audit, it is important to confirm the availability of

privacy policies and other documentation established for privacy compliance. Documentation defining the business

context and territorial scope of regulations is important to be reviewed by the internal audits function before

initiating the audits. The documentation must relate to actual activities carried out as a part of the business operations

and clearly specify the type of personal data processed by the organization through the execution of the business

processes. One important factor associated with the review of privacy compliance documentation is to establish

the role of the organization and audit the accuracy and completeness of the documentation. Business context and

understanding of geographic boundaries of the business operations or data flows will also help to scope the privacy

regulations that may be in scope for the organization. In addition to GDPR in Europe, several states in US have

released privacy regulations. LGPD (Lei Geral de Proteção de Dados) from Brazil and POPI (Protection of personal

information) from South Africa are some examples. In the future many more States in US and countries across the

globe are expected to enforce strict privacy regulations.

Internal audit function has an understanding of business processes established at the enterprise level and are well

placed to evaluate the potential risk associated with organization’s privacy compliance. The internal audit function

needs to integrate closely with the privacy and business functions and act as advisors to all the stakeholders

involved with GDPR compliance. The goal of internal audits function should be to bring all stakeholders together in

understanding the measures established for handling of personal data. The internal audit function needs to

understand the key focus areas of the regulations and focus on evaluating processes that go beyond traditional

compliance audit practices.

Internal audit function will play an important role in ensuring that the organization is able to demonstrate compliance

with the accountability principle. The accountability principle includes processing of personal data with lawfulness,

fairness and transparency. Further, the principle includes adherence to the concepts of purpose limitation, data

About the Author:

ROHINI is a Cyber Security and IT Audit Professional with over sixteen (16) years of experience in Cyber Security,

Information Technology Audit, Risk and Compliance, GRC application development and Information Governance. I

had the opportunity to be a part of all three lines of defense which has immensely helped my understanding of the

organizational structures across financial services, service industries, retail and big 4 audit firms. A talented leader

with the ability to drive project teams to meet and exceed goals and deploy projects on time.
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minimization, accuracy, storage limitation, integrity and confidentiality of personal data. The role of internal audits

function is to perform an independent assessment and identify the potential risk associated with privacy compliance.

The results of the internal audits should be communicated to the board and gaps with privacy compliance should be

highlighted. The internal audit function should also present recommendations associated with identified risk

areas. Internal audit function should help relevant stakeholders in understanding the identified gaps and the

associated recommendations.

Audit teams should take into consideration the technology landscape of the organization along with the business

context. With cloud migrations and focus on SAAS platforms, it is important to evaluate the data residency

components of the implementations. Organizations may now be storing data in countries where they have no

business operations or datacenters. However, the dataflow and storage of personal data in these countries may

result in additional compliance obligations for the organizations.  Privacy is of critical importance in all cloud

implementations due to reasons beyond just data residency concerns.

Organizations need to ensure that the cloud security responsibility models are understood, documented and

agreed upon with the cloud service providers. Technology controls and the responsibility to implement the controls

to protect personal data on virtual infrastructure when adopting infrastructure as a service (IAAS) are different

when adopting software as a service (SAAS) model. Controls need to be evaluated carefully to ensure that the

cloud service providers understand their role in protecting personal data and adhere to secured implementation of

controls.

Key Steps to Audit Privacy Compliance

Below is a three-stage process that present foundational activities associated with privacy audits that organizations

may adopt with the help of privacy specialists to audit compliance with various privacy regulations. Note that the

specific activities associated with internal audits will differ as per organizational context, the nature of processing

of personal data and the organization’s internal audit framework.

AUDIT SCOPING AUDIT KEY FOCUS AREAS RISK REPORTING

• Analyze Business Model:

Identify the type of activities

involving personal data and the

role of the organization in

processing personal data

• Map Processing Activities: Map

the processing activities with

the relevant business units,

functions and systems involved

• Analyze Data Flow: Understand

the flow of personal data

associated with the identified

processing activities

• Risk Assessment: Prioritize the

audits for the critical business

functions and areas that are

involved in processing of

personal data and pose greater

risk to the organization

• Define Key Focus Area: Define

key focus areas to be audited

with regards to privacy

• Develop Audit Test Procedures:

Develop audit test procedures

to cover the identified focus

areas in detail

• Integrate with Stakeholders:

Integrate with relevant stake

holders to generate awareness

around audit data requirements

based on their roles and

associated inter-dependencies

between functions

• Perform Audits: Perform privacy

audits as per the defined scope

and developed test procedures

• Regular Communication:

Establish regular communication

channels with relevant stake

holders to report progress and

confirm key findings arising

from the audit of identified

focus areas

• Risk Reporting: Report Key risk

areas related to privacy

compliance to the board and

relevant stakeholders

• Recommendations: Present key

recommendations associated

with identified risk areas to

relevant stakeholders

• Audit-follow up: Work with

relevant stakeholders to perform

a follow up review and verify

resolution of the reported findings
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Key Framework Components to Audit Privacy Compliance

As internal audit function defines the key focus areas to be considered for testing privacy compliance, it is important

to consider all relevant areas covered by various privacy regulations and beyond. The focus areas to be tested

should be selected based on the regulatory and business context of the organization. Some of the key areas of

focus to be considered for an internal audit of privacy compliance are as below:

• Governance and Operating Model

Audit of governance and operating model should focus on analyzing the established governance model,

organizational structure and associated roles and responsibilities for managing the collection, use, retention,

disclosure and disposal of personal data. The high-level goal of review of governance and operating model is to

assess the effectiveness of the model with regards to tasks associated with privacy office.

• Records of Processing Activities

Audit of records of processing activities should focus on analyzing the repository of personal data processing

activities. The high-level goal of review of records of processing activities is to assess the personal data processing

activities for accuracy and completeness, and validate the mapping of information systems (including cloud systems)

used by such processing activities.

• Regulatory Management

Audit of regulatory management practices should focus on the approach to identify and assessboth current and

future privacy regulatory requirements. The high-level goal of review of regulatory management processes is to

assess the existing practices related to the management of regulatory relationships and response to requests from

regulators.

• Risk and Controls

Audit of risk and controls processes should focus on assessing the overall risk appetite and strategy with regards to

privacy risk management. The high-level goal of review of risk and controls is to assess the existing risk assessment

practices for new processing activities and the data protection impact assessment processes and methodologies adopted.

• Personal Data Lifecycle Management

Audit of personal data lifecycle management should focus on the processes and controls around the collection,

use, disclosure, retention and destruction of personal data. The high-level goal of review of personal data lifecycle

management is to assess the existing processes associated with purpose limitation, data minimization, consent

management and storage limitation of personal data.

• Privacy Policies and Documentation

Audit of privacy policies and associated documentation should focus on analyzing the internal and external

policies that govern the collection, use, retention, disclosure and disposal of personal data. The high-level goal of

review of privacy documentation is to assess the process to maintain and update policies and the integration of

privacy policies with information security policies.

• Data Subject Rights

Audit of practices associated with data subject rights should focus on processes and supporting technology

components that are required to fulfil the regulatory obligations with regards to data subject rights. The high-level

goal of review of data subject rights process is to assess the practices implemented to authenticate, validate and

fulfil data subject inquiries Furthermore, the process to track the data subject requests should also be assessed.

13
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• Technical and Organizational Measures

Audit of technical and organizational measures should focus on the interaction between the privacy and

information security practices to ensure that personal data is adequately protected. The high-level goal of review

of technical and organizational measures is to assess the implementation of specific privacy measures and technical

controls necessary to protect personal data.

• Third Party Oversight

Audit of third-party oversight should focus on the practices established for the management of privacy risk

associated with third parties. The high-level goal of review of third-party oversighteffectiveness and coverage of

the privacy awareness program should be assessed.

• Monitoring

Audit of monitoring practices should focus on the ongoing processto assess the design and operational

effectiveness of the embedded privacy and security controls. The overall goal of review of monitoring process is to

assess the privacy and security control monitoring practices. Further, results of independent assessments to monitor

the operating effectiveness of privacy and security controls should be assessed.

• Breach Management

Audit of breach management should focus on the process of identification, assessment and response to incidents

involving personal data. The high-level goal of review of breach management is to assess the process of

logging,process is to assess the existing privacy due diligence processes prior to contracting with third parties for

processing of personal data. Furthermore, Data Processing Agreements with third parties that process personal

data, and regular third-party security and privacy review processes should be assessed.

• Training and Awareness

Audit of privacy training and awareness processes should focus on trainings related to the collection, use,

retention, disclosure and disposal of personal data. The high-level goal of review of training and awareness process

is to assess the strategy associated with the ongoing privacy awareness program for the staff and specialized

privacy trainings for the technology implementation personnel. Further, therecording, resolving and reporting

breaches involving personal data. Further, repository of privacy breaches and associated corrective actions including

established breach notification practices should be assessed.

Road Ahead

Performing an internal audit of the privacy program for an organization is a challenging prospect. Organizations are

now faced with a challenge of how to best position their Internal Audit function to drive privacy compliance and

guide the organization’s privacy strategy. New privacy regulations will continue to be released and adopted in the

near future. Organizations need to coordinate with relevant stakeholders to:

• Enable Internal Audit function with the knowledge and understanding of the regulatory landscape

• Guide Internal Audit with identifying of relevant focus areas

• Provide Internal Audit with understanding required to develop test procedures

• Provide Internal Audit with the required resources for performing privacy audit

• Support Internal Audit with driving the organization strategy around Privacy
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SIGNIFICANCE OF RISK CULTURE IN AN ORGANSIZATION

- Shini Menon

What is risk and how does risk management work in organizations?

The term risk is defined in many ways but the simplest and easier to understand definition is that - risk is an

unforeseen event or occurrence for which there has been little or no preparedness. Be it the pandemic or wild-life

forest fires in Australia, risks are evolving and ever changing in nature. Sometimes, organizations perceive risks as

those events that interfere with the organizational business and strategic goals. At the end of the day, all employees

and employers want to keep their respective jobs. Hence, it is imperative that none of the unforeseen circumstances

that convert to risks, are ignored or unmanaged. Therefore, it becomes most significant for enterprise risk

management to be the center focus for all organizations.

Whether it is pharmaceutical organizations or financial institutions, many companies have their higher leadership

teams looking to manage risks in ways such as to gain business advantage as well as to be prepared to survive in

About the Author:

Shini Menon is an experienced GRC (Governance, Risk, Compliance) professional with nearly 15 years of experience

working with large scale and enterprise-wide audit, risk and compliance management implementation programs.

She worked as Associate Director at KPMG.

She has primarily worked on regulations such as GxP, 21 CFR part 11, SOP and QMS setup, utilizing risk-based and

data-driven approaches, SOX 404 internal control testing, US Sunshine act, aiding healthcare authority inspections.

Other than Life Sciences, she has worked for banking, hedge funds, Government and retail clients with areas

covering third party vendor risk assessments, Operational risk framework assessments, information security audits

based on NIST, FINRA-SEC reporting, AML, FATCA compliance and regulatory reporting as well as, COBIT and ITIL

implementations.

She holds certifications CISM, CISA and CDPSE certificates as well as is a member of OCEG with GRCP and GRCA

certifications. She is also SAFE5 Agile certified. Shini has written and published couple of papers with ISACA,

the latest being on combining AI and audit which appeared in ISACA Journal 2021 edition. Shini holds a Bachelors in

Computer Science from University of Madras and a MS in Software Engineering from Carnegie Mellon university.

The topic of risk has always gathered a lot of attention and the subject has mostly been discussed in a negative light.

The very idea of “taking risks” seems so dangerous that many organizations inadvertently turn out to be risk-averse

in nature. In this paper, I intend to explain the nuances of risk management (from an enterprise-wide perspective),

opportunities for companies to consider while embracing risks as part of their culture, the importance of being risk-

aware (top-down), some examples of how organizations measure their risk maturity as well as the interventions of

technology that could help improve the risk culture of any enterprise.
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business. In order to manage a top-down view of enterprise risk, there are models such as the COSO framework

which help align organizational perspectives across 8 different components.

The above components emphasize the need to focus on risk centrally and with the help of a professional risk

manager alongside an independent risk team, rather than being managed by audit or tax teams. The basic principles

stemming from the COSO framework is the focus on organizational risk culture by engaging employees in the

decision-making process at all levels of the firm. If one were to imagine an end-to-end, working risk culture model,

then we need to plot all the interactions and communication channels happening insider the organization, whether

it is between two teams or business units or with the senior leadership teams.

What is risk culture?

The concept of risk culture is defined as the ability of individuals, teams, and organizations to identify, understand,

discuss, and actionize the organizations’ current and/or future risk landscape. Some of the questions to ask that can

help determine the level of risk culture and maturity are given below:

1. What are the basic assumptions and beliefs shared by the employees?

2. What are the common standards that define risk taking approaches?

3. Is there a clearly communicated organizations risk strategy?

4. How is the information shared across the organization?

5. How are threats and concerns escalated?

6. Does senior management portray desired behaviors and are they role models for their teams?
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7. Are employees incentivized and do people know “what is the right thing to do”?

8. Do employees think about the overall health of the organization?

9. Do employees understand the “desired state” for risk culture?

10.Does the CEO and leadership team communicate and discuss the desired state, norms, and values?

What are the characteristics of a risk-aware organization?

Any enterprise is characterized by a mix of factors that determine the culture and its awareness or aversiveness

towards risk. Below, are some of them:

It is more important now, more than ever for organizations to realize that its corporate culture underpins how it

perceives and operates toward risk. Some of the elements of a great risk culture are:

1. View on integrated, enterprise risk management

2. Supporting organizational structure

3. Skills, Knowledge and Capabilities

4. Employee behaviors and their outputs

Since many leaders rarely attribute time and effort in understanding risk cultures, it is imperative to understand

how the above factors and risk culture elements intertwine. A great risk aware organization will possess a great risk

culture, and this will be more evident if steps are taken to:

a. Identify and assess the current risk themes

b. Ascertain the type of processes and key controls

c. Document ethics and integrity behaviors

d. Link organization goals to strategic objectives and make sure staff understand the connection

e. Identify clear role profiles across the enterprise

f. Focus on collaboration and continuous improvement

How can organizations strengthen risk culture?

It is not unimaginable to say that risk culture can be defined, strategized, and improved over time if all the risk
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The above questions and categories can be scaled on a four point scale from Very High, High, Low and Very Low. The

more the score on higher scale, the higher the risk in that category.

These categories are governed by both factors and elements that were discussed in the previous section.

Technological interventions – using Qualtrics to measure risk culture

As discussed before, a large financial corporation tested risk culture using Qualtrics surveys. The skip logic, usage of

JS scripts, branching logic and real-time results, helped the organization take a quantitative look at risk culture.

Some of the results of the survey showed how the organization fared on all the above categories and related

parameters.

factors and elements come together. Based on industry reports and one such risk culture survey that I designed for

a hedge fund company, below are tools to help organizations assess and improve organization’s risk culture.
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What does the above sample tell us?

a. Higher risk scores on tolerance suggests that in some areas more than others, there is lack of clarity or

confusion on risk appetite i.e. what is acceptable and what is not.

b. Higher risk scores on openness shows that there is lesser sharing of mistakes and people are averse to

opening up

c. Low risk in the level of care and empathy, shows that employees are mindful of their work and its outcomes

d. Higher risk on cooperation emphasizes that there is tension and lack of coordination between business units

or cross functional teams.

Conclusion:

Organizations worldwide, now could understand the cultural drivers that affect the risk orientation from top to

bottom. What is more encouraging from the above discussions is that riskculture need not be subjective but can be

measured and monitored using simple tools and techniques. It is imperative to note that the elements of risk

essentially are quite the same and cannot be completely mitigated or corrected. However, making sure employees

are risk aware, ensure that the right risk culture brings in lesser focus on unnecessary and non-important risks, and

more focus on the key risks that impact the organization.
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CROSSWORD INSTRUCTIONS:

Across Down

1. A network security system that filters unsanctioned

incoming and outgoing traffic.

3. A way to secure private information by encoding it

so no third parties could watch or access it.

4. A possible danger that might exploit a vulnerability

to violate security protocols and thus, cause

possible harm.

6. A form of malware that holds a victim’s data hostage

on their computer typically followed by a demand

for payment.

8. A person who tries to break into a computer system

by exploiting cybersecurity vulnerabilities or who

tests a system by running mock cyberattacks to

discover potential security vulnerabilities.

10. An unplanned disruption of business process or

degradation of network or system service and needs

to be addressed immediately.

2. A software program that monitors a computer

system or network communications for known

examples of malicious code and then attempts to

remove or quarantine the offending items.

4. A form of malware where a malicious payload is

imbedded inside of a benign host file.

5. The assurance that information can only be

accessed or modified by those who are authorised.

7. An attempt to acquire sensitive information such

as usernames, passwords, and credit card details

by impersonating as a trustworthy or legitimate

entity.

9. The use of alternative network circuits to re-

establish communications channels in the event

that the primary channels are disconnected or

malfunctioning.

• ISACA Bangalore chapter is

excited to bring this crossword

puzzle to our members

• We encourage our members to

actively participate by filling

this crossword in a paper (take a

photo) / digital format and send

your responses to

chapter@isacabangalore.org via

email before 28th February 2022

• While you are sending your

response, please also mention

your name, email address and

ISACA ID

• Answers of the crossword will be

published in the Q1, 2022

newsletter
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Contributions to ISACA Bangalore Chapter Newsletter

Dear Members,

The Chapter Newsletter covers the updates on chapter events, technical articles and whitepapers related to the

areas of emerging technologies, IT Governance, Audits and Cybersecurity. In this regard, we welcome our chapter

members to send your technical articles and whitepapers to us.

You can send your articles / whitepapers to our chapter email address: chapter@isacabangalore.org

Regards,

Ganesan Ramani

Director - Newsletter, ISACA Bangalore Chapter

Support from ISACA Bangalore Chapter

ISACA Bangalore chapter contact details:

Website: https://engage.isaca.org/bangalorechapter/home

Chapter Office Address:

S-13, 531/A, 2nd Floor, Priya Chambers

Dr. Rajkumar Road, Opp. St. Theresa’s Hospital,

2nd Stage, Rajajinagar, Bangalore- 5600 10.

T: 8050030042 / 98865 08515 / 080-23377956

Email: chapter@isacabangalore.org

Telegram Channel: https://t.me/joinchat/AAAAAEt42QAUpWHucyNyJA 

LinkedIN: https://www.linkedin.com/company/isacabc/

Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/ISACABC/
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